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Abstract

Confronted with an increasingly competitive landscape for credence services in the gig economy, workers on gig economy platforms are compelled to compete by configuring the service specification options on such platforms to enhance the visibility of their gig offerings. Motivated by a dearth of research on the effects of discrete configurations of service specification options on service quality and sales, this study builds on competitive repertoire theory to advance a research model that seeks to unveil how the volume, complexity, and heterogeneity of service specification option repertoires affect service quality and sales. We empirically validate our hypotheses with a dataset comprising 3,307 lifestyle-themed credence services from Fiverr, one of the largest e-marketplaces for gig economy in the world. We discover that repertoire volume is positively associated with both service quality and sales whereas repertoire complexity is only positively associated with service quality. Repertoire heterogeneity, on the other hand, is neither associated with service quality nor with sales.

1. Introduction

Unlike the traditional job market which guarantees permanent employment, gig economy is a dynamic labor market system in which employers (or consumers) engage independent workers on short-term contracts [1, 2]. With the aid of digital platforms, gig economy is becoming an emerging alternative labor market with spending estimated at USD $3.7 trillion globally [3]. According to recent statistics, USD $864 million of revenue was generated by 48 million gig workers in 2017, accounting for approximately 31% of the total workforce in America [3]. Gig economy platforms in the likes of Amazon Flex, Fiverr, and Wonolo, can be conceived as digital on-demand platforms that offer flexible and temporary job arrangements whereby workers deliver services to satisfy the needs of their employers [1]. Taking Fiver as an illustration, it has emerged as one of the largest gig economy platforms worldwide, boasting of 125 distinct types of services that are in demand by more than 11 million businesses [4]. Because there is a diversity of workers to choose from for each type of service (e.g., graphics and design) offered on gig economy platforms due to low entry barriers, such platforms breed intense competition among workers. Consequently, a common dilemma confronting workers on gig economy platforms is how to differentiate their gig offerings from those of their immediate rivals.

Most gig offerings are credence services that comprise attributes for which consumers cannot verify even after consumption [5, 6]. This in turn translate into challenges for employers when engaging workers on gig economy platforms. Not only is it difficult for employers to formulate expectations for gig offerings due to a lack of awareness over how these offerings can fulfill their needs [8], it is equally hard for employees to assess the eventual utility of gig offerings due to an obscure servicing process [7]. Consequently, prior research has advocated the provision of comparative information as a means of enhancing the verifiability of credence services [9]. Through comparing credence services, consumers can build up their expertise in evaluating such services and reduce the risk associated with their consumption [5, 10]. Furthermore, consumers can gain confidence in making purchase decisions if they are able to appreciate how deliverables of credence services can fulfill their needs [8, 11]. But at the same time, it should be noted comparative information on credence services remains fragmented due to their indeterminate nature [9, 10]. In this sense, it is imperative for gig economy platforms to offer functions that standardize the specification of credence services to
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assist employers in comparing and contrasting gig offerings.

‘Compare Packages’ (See Figure 2) is a service specification function that standardizes information to guide consumers in their decision-making. Noticeably, a myriad of specification options in the likes of package, delivery time, and revisions, are available to sellers to allow them to supply standardized information to eliminate consumers’ uncertainty over credence services. Although past studies have explored the performance impact of service specification as a holistic function [12, 13], little attention has been paid to the breakdown of this function by investigating the configuration of service specification options. For this reason, there is a necessity for workers (or sellers) to comprehend how repertoires of service specification options can be harnessed to bolster their service performance in highly competitive and nascent e-marketplaces such as the gig economy, which in turn acts as the main impetus for our study.

To this end, we build on Competitive Repertoire Theory (CRT) to advance a research model that elucidates how service specification option repertoires affect service performance in the context of gig economy. CRT originates from the field of strategy and has been applied to e-marketplaces in past studies [14]. CRT holds that one's performance in competitive markets is determined by the configuration of competitive action repertoires [14]. Grounded in CRT, we espouse three structural characteristics, namely volume, complexity, and heterogeneity, to capture the configuration of service specification option repertoires in its multifaceted form [14]. By extracting and analyzing data from a predominant gig economy platform – Fiverr, this study strives to answer the following research question: How do the volume, complexity, and heterogeneity of service specification option repertoires relate to the quality and sales of service offerings on gig economy?

In the next section, we present an overview of extant literature on the performance impact of platform-based functions in e-marketplaces and introduce CRT as an appropriate theoretical lens for constructing our research model. After formulating the hypotheses for our research model and describing the methodological procedures we employed for validating the model, we discuss our empirical findings as well as their implications for theory and practice. We conclude by highlighting the limitations of this study and outlining avenues for future work.

2. Theoretical Foundation

2.1. Performance of service specification option repertoire in e-marketplaces

Because e-marketplace constitutes a platformized market to facilitate transactional exchanges between consumers and sellers, service specification functions are often provided as a means for sellers to display their goods to consumers [15, 16]. Likewise, on gig economy platforms, sellers offer services known as ‘gigs’. Gig economy platforms provide service specification functions that can be configured by sellers to provide information to consumers, such as gig packages, image and video display as well as frequently asked questions. In our study, service specification functions are IT-enabled configurable functions that are (1) supported by the platform, (2) activated at the seller’s discretion, as well as; (3) externally observable so as to attract and retain consumers [17]. Sellers design service specification by employing options embedded in the platform. The variance in selecting and designing options determines their different service performance influences. Taking Figure 2 as an example which is the function of “compare package” – a service specification function in Fiverr, this case includes 9 service specification options in 3 categories which are package, revisions, and delivery time.

Existing research has examined the impact of service specification functions on the service performance but revealed inconsistent conclusions. For example, the specification of money-back guarantee in e-marketplaces can act as an effective quality or credibility indicator, which shows positive relationship with service performance [18, 19]. Likewise, specification on customer protection scheme was found to positively associate with service performance [18]. However, insignificant relationship between this specification and service performance was reported by Bockstedt and Goh [20]. The underlying reason of these contradictory findings can be attributed to the lack of discussion on the options within each service specification function. By scrutinizing different roles of options, in-depth insights can be generated on how to utilize the portfolio of options in a service specification function to promote service performance [14]. Since most sellers adopt a combination of service specification options to provide information which cannot be easily imitated by competitors [21, 22], a portfolio method would be much suitable for the gig economy context [20]. In this vein, service specification option repertoire is employed by this study to refer to the set of service specification options designed by a seller. This study investigates the relationship between service specification option repertoires and service performance in order to provide insights on how to utilize option
repertoires to achieve a better performance in gig economy.

2.2. Competitive repertoire theory

CRT is a theoretical framework to comprehend temporary competitive advantages from the perspective of structural options of sellers’ competitive repertoires [14]. Repertoire refers to a series of actions carried out by a seller to attract, support, and maintain consumers, which is a creative method to assess the strategy of sellers [23]. CRT suggests that a seller’s performance outcomes can be determined by its competitive actions [24, 25]. Competitive action refers to any market-oriented, specific, observable, external-oriented competitive options that a seller adopts to improve its market position [25]. This theory therefore conceptualizes the service specification options as a repertoire of competitive actions in gig economy to promote service performance. CRT focuses on three structural features of competitive action repertoires, namely, repertoire volume, repertoire complexity, and repertoire heterogeneity [26].

IS scholars have adopted CRT to interpret the utilization of competitive action repertoires in attaining satisfactory performance [27, 28]. As illustrated in Table 1, CRT is an appropriate theoretical lens interpreting the impact of competitive actions on service performance in e-marketplaces. Specifically, for credence services in gig economy, sellers need to display the information through a repertoire of competitive action to reduce concerns from consumers. It is acknowledged that such competitive actions are represented by service specification options which help consumers attain more information on credence services and how these services fulfill their needs [14]. However, it remains unclear that how to utilize service specification option repertoires in terms of its volume, complexity, and heterogeneity to promote seller’s service performance. The current study is an attempt to address this gap by utilizing CRT in gig economy platforms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Summary of Extant Literature on Competitive Repertoire Theory (CRT) in Information Systems (IS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrier &amp; Lyon (2004) [27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi, Ravichandran, &amp; Andrevski (2010) [26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang, Song, &amp; Qu (2011) [29]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Research Model and Hypotheses Formulation

Based on CRT, a research model is developed to examine the relationship between service specification option repertoires and service performance (See Figure 1). Specifically, repertoire volume, complexity, and heterogeneity constitute structural features of service specification option repertoires, which are proposed to be positively related to service performance represented by quality and sales. Prior research indicated that seller level and service type may associate with service performance [14, 33]. We thus incorporate seller level and service type as control variables into our research model.

![Figure 1. Research Model](image)

3.1. Repertoire volume

Repertoire volume refers to the number of service specification options employed by sellers to facilitate competitive actions [14, 27]. As the volume of options configured by a seller increases, requirements from consumers can be externalized with a standardized format and precise information. The seller can provide service with a clear target to fulfill consumers’ needs which are expressed accurately. A high level of service quality is more likely to achieve. Existing literature are also replete with evidence of the positive relationship between the number of service specification options and service quality. For example, it is reported that the number of emotion-related options on the platform, such as music, colors, and pictures, positively associates with customers’ preference for services [34, 35]. Likewise, the number of options combining with design elements (e.g., personalized greetings, videos, pictures) are validated to positively associate with the perceived enjoyment through conveying a feeling of sociability and pleasure [36, 37, 38]. It is also verified that the diversity of service specification options positively connects with the perceived usefulness and perceived enjoyment of service [34]. Owing to the role of repertoire volume in externalizing consumer requirements and inducing positive emotion and cognition related to services, we therefore hypothesize that:

**Hypothesis 1a.** Service specification option repertoire volume of a gig is positively related to its service quality.

Repertoire volume in service specification represents the richness of information provided to the consumers to help them understand details of services. In gig economy platforms, the credence nature of service offerings impedes employers from purchasing because of the difficulty to verify its utility [5]. When sellers use a large volume of options, the service offering can be described with standardized and accurate information. Consumers can learn from this information and become confident in verifying credence services [14]. Consumers are more willing to make...
purchase when perceived uncertainty is decreased with a large number of options provided to them. Therefore, the more service specification options the seller sets, the greater the probability that the consumer will purchase the services. We hypothesize that:

**Hypothesis 1b.** Service specification option repertoire volume of a gig is positively related to its service sales.

### 3.2. Repertoire complexity

Repertoire complexity is defined as the scope of different categories of service specification options employed by sellers [14]. Service specification options can be divided into different categories according to services provided in compare packages function. The repertoire complexity closely parallels the perceived ease-of-use which is the extent to which a consumer believes that using a particular service would be free of efforts [39, 40]. Complex option settings reduce perceived ease-of-use of services [41, 42]. After investing a high level of cognitive effort to use complex services, consumers’ satisfaction will be undermined as a consequence [43]. The importance of ease-of-use becomes more salient in credence services because consumers lack expertise to evaluate quality of services. They are inclined to use simple portfolio of information to understand and verify credence services. Complex option repertoires cause confusion to consumers, which in turn leads to the low evaluation of service quality. We therefore hypothesize that:

**Hypothesis 2a.** Service specification option repertoire complexity of a gig is negatively related to its service quality.

Similarly, the complexity of service specification option that sellers configure could have a profound relationship with service sales [44]. As credence services are complicated and vague, a complex option repertoire makes purchase decisions more difficult, which in turn alienates consumer’s [30]. Moreover, complex competitive options are negatively related to the perceived ease-of-use of services, which in turn negatively associates with the intention of consumers to purchase [45, 46]. In contrast, a simplified repertoire allows for an efficient option configuration that can help sellers to describe their services in an understandable and clear way [47]. It can highlight the most advantageous features of the service, avoid disrupting consumers’ purchasing decisions by providing excessive information [48]. We therefore hypothesize that:

**Hypothesis 2b.** Service specification option repertoire complexity of a gig is negatively related to its service sales.

### 3.3. Repertoire heterogeneity

Repertoire heterogeneity refers to the option differences between compare packages, which is reflected by the differences between the number of service specification options in the basic, standard, and premium packages of a gig and the corresponding average number of all gigs in the platform (See Figure 2). Service with a high repertoire heterogeneity provides more options comparing to other services in the platform. Consumers perceive a high level of autonomy of customizing service when making comparison with other services, which makes the service with heterogeneous option repertoires more popular amongst its competitors [49]. Due to the feasibility of high-level customization, consumers can easily find the service offering which cater to their preferences, thereby providing higher evaluation to service quality [24]. Accordingly, the heterogeneous option repertoires enable service fulfilling consumers’ various demands, which positively associate with the service quality [50]. We therefore hypothesize that:

**Hypothesis 3a.** Service specification option repertoire heterogeneity of a gig is positively related to its service quality.

The heterogeneity of option repertoires also promotes sales performance when competing with other sellers in the platform. A high level of heterogeneity indicates a strong capability of the seller to deliver high-quality service to consumers because it can address all the customized requirements raised by options [51]. With this belief, consumers are willing to make purchase based on their trust in competence. Besides, heterogeneous option repertoires are positively related to the barrier of imitation from competitors. Other sellers in the platform can hardly replicate the business model of the ones with heterogeneous option repertoires [52]. As a consequence, service with a high level of heterogeneity in specification options positively associates with consumer’s purchase intention and maintain this competitive advantage for a long period of time [53]. We therefore hypothesize that:

**Hypothesis 3b.** Service specification option repertoire heterogeneity of a gig is positively related to its service sales.

### 4. Methodology

#### 4.1. Data collection

Data were collected from Fiverr which is one of the largest gig economy platforms. Specifically, we chose gigs in the section of lifestyle of Fiverr where all gigs are credence services. In all, detailed information of
3,307 gigs was collected by March 18, 2019. Figure 2 displays an example of the service specification in the function of compare packages of a gig in Fiverr.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Package</th>
<th>Revisions</th>
<th>Delivery Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SHOOTING STAR MEME COMPILATION LORD</td>
<td>Unlimited</td>
<td>7 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>you will get a funny top quality Shooting Star meme compilation of 20 clips play time 12 min</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHOOTING STAR MEME COMPILATION</td>
<td>Unlimited</td>
<td>5 days (-$4.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>you will get a funny top quality Shooting Star meme compilation of 8 clips play time 6 min</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHOOTING STAR MEME</td>
<td>Unlimited</td>
<td>4 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>you will get a funny top quality shooting star meme</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 2. Illustrative Example of 'Compare Packages' Function in Fiverr](image)

4.2. Measurement

4.2.1. Dependent variable. Building upon platform characteristics of Fiverr, service quality and sales were incorporated into this study as dependent variables. Specifically, service quality was measured by the score provided in comments. In Fiverr, comment score was employer’s overall evaluation of a purchased gig. This indicator was based on aspects of seller communication level, willingness to recommend gig to a friend, and degree to which the service matches the description. Comment score was measured by a 5-level scale. The higher the comment score, the higher service quality of a gig. Meanwhile, due to the unavailability of actual sales figures on Fiverr, we draw on the number of consumer comments as a proxy of service sales of a gig following the recommendation of Ye, Law, and Gu [54]. Although consumers are not coerced into providing feedback for consumed services, they are prompted repeatedly by Fiverr to evaluate gig offerings after consumption. For this reason, the number of consumer comments can be construed as a conservative estimate for the number of transactions.

4.2.2. Independent variable. Independent variables in our study were measured based on service specification options of each gig. Specifically, repertoire volume was measured by the number of options provided by a gig in the function of compare packages [14, 25]. Repertoire complexity was measured as the degree to which a gig carried out a diverse repertoire of specification options by using an established formula $1 - \sum_{i} \left(\frac{n_{i}}{N_{i}}\right)^{2}$, where $n_{i}$ represents the number of options belonging to the $\alpha$th category in the function of compare packages, $NT$ is the total number of options across all categories, and $N_{i}/NT$ denotes the proportion of options in the $\alpha$th category [23, 55]. Repertoire heterogeneity captured the extent to which a gig differed from other gigs in terms of the number of options available in each package (i.e., basic, standard, and premium). It was measured by adopting the existing formula commonly used in the competitive action literature $S_{i}(f_{i}, r) = \sqrt{\left(\frac{\sum_{j} f_{i,j} - f_{i,j}^{*}}{\sum_{j} f_{i,j}^{*}}\right)^{2} + \sum_{j} f_{i,j}^{*}}$, where $f_{i,j}$ represents the number of service specification options in package (column) $j$ provided by gig $i$, $i=1,2,3,\ldots,3307$, $f_{i,j}^{*} = \sum_{j} f_{i,j}, f_{i,j}^{*} = f_{i,j}^{*}(1,2,3)$ [33, 56].

4.2.3. Control variable. Considering the potential impact of seller level and service type on service performance, seller level and service type of gigs were employed as control variables in our study. Specifically, once a seller registers on Fiverr and creates a gig on Fiverr, this seller is automatically labeled as a new seller. Fiverr assesses sellers’ service performance each month and decides the level of sellers accordingly. On-time delivery, great customer satisfaction, and high-quality service can earn sellers a new Fiverr level and benefits [57]. In the Fiverr platform, seller level is categorized as new seller, level-one seller, level-two seller, and top-rated seller, which can reflect reputation and service quality of a seller [57]. New seller, level-one seller, level-two seller, and top-rated seller were coded as 0, 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Section of lifestyle was divided into 15 service categories including viral videos, spiritual & healing, relationship advice, your message on..., online lessons, global culture, health, nutrition & fitness, greeting cards & videos, gaming, family & genealogy, collectibles, celebrity impersonators, astrology & readings, arts & crafts, and others (cf. https://www.fiverr.com/categories/lifestyle?source=category_tree). We therefore assigned values to the service type of gigs from 1 to 15.

5. Data Analysis

Linear regression model (LRM) was employed to examine the proposed hypotheses. We specified the following models:

$$SQ = \alpha_i + \beta_1 RV + \beta_2 RC + \beta_3 RH + \beta_4 SL + \beta_5 ST \quad \text{Model 1}$$

$$SS = \alpha_i + \beta_1 RV + \beta_2 RC + \beta_3 RH + \beta_4 SL + \beta_5 ST \quad \text{Model 2}$$
where SQ denotes service quality, SS denotes service sales, RV represents repertoire volume, RC represents repertoire complexity, RH represents repertoire heterogeneity, SL represents seller level, and ST represents service type. As variables in our study were not normally distributed, log transformation was used to improve model fit [58].

The means, standard deviations, and correlations for the variables in our study are shown in Table 2. Since one inter-construct correlation was higher than 0.400, we conducted a multicollinearity test. The Variance Inflation Factors (VIFs) for all focal constructs in our study fall below 5, eliminating multicollinearity as a potential confound.

### Table 2. Mean, Standard Deviations, and Correlation Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std Dev</th>
<th>SQ</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>RV</th>
<th>RC</th>
<th>RH</th>
<th>SL</th>
<th>ST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SQ</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
<td>75.87</td>
<td>224.39</td>
<td>0.116***</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV</td>
<td>7.53</td>
<td>3.718</td>
<td>0.107***</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>-0.086***</td>
<td>0.034*</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.065***</td>
<td>0.041*</td>
<td>0.350***</td>
<td>-0.311***</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.292***</td>
<td>0.219***</td>
<td>-0.018</td>
<td>-0.067***</td>
<td>0.066***</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>8.18</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>-0.268***</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.042*</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>-0.035*</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Service Quality: SQ; Service Sales: SS; Repertoire Volume: RV; Repertoire Complexity: RC; Repertoire Heterogeneity: RH; Seller Level: SL; Service Type: ST. * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.

As is shown in Table 3, for credence goods in the e-marketplace of gig economy, repertoire volume was positively related to service quality (β=0.110, p<0.001) and service sales (β=0.244, p<0.001), which supported H1a and H1b. Repertoire complexity was positively associated with service quality (β=1.750, p<0.01) but negatively related to service sales (β=-5.662, p<0.01). Thus, H2a was not supported but H2b was supported. As to repertoire heterogeneity, it had insignificant relationship with service quality (β=0.119, n.s.) and service sales (β=0.264, n.s.), which did not support H3a and H3b. For control variable, seller level was tested to have positive relationships with service quality (β=0.260, p<0.001) and service sales (β=1.295, p<0.001). For service type, it is negatively associated with both service quality (β=-0.208, p<0.001) and service sales (β=-0.424, p<0.001).

### Table 3. Regression Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>Service Quality</th>
<th>Service Sales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lg(Repertoire Volume+1)</td>
<td>0.110*** (5.420)</td>
<td>0.244*** (4.157)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lg(Repertoire Complexity+1)</td>
<td>1.750*** (2.854)</td>
<td>-5.662*** (-3.195)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lg(Repertoire Heterogeneity+1)</td>
<td>0.119 (1.455)</td>
<td>0.264 (1.118)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lg(Sell Level+1)</td>
<td>0.260*** (17.136)</td>
<td>1.295*** (29.575)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lg(Service Type+1)</td>
<td>-0.208*** (-15.280)</td>
<td>-0.424*** (-10.786)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.281 (1.832)</td>
<td>2.616*** (5.904)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F-test</td>
<td>123.022***</td>
<td>221.536***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>15.71%</td>
<td>25.13%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** $t$-values is shown in parentheses. $R^2$ shows the proportion of variance in the dependent variable which can be predicted from the independent variables. * $p < 0.1$; ** $p < 0.05$; *** $p < 0.01$; **** $p < 0.001$.

### 6. Discussion and Implications

This study investigates the role of service specification option repertoires in promoting service quality and sales in gig economy. First, consistent with previous studies [14], our finding unveils the positive relationship between repertoire volume and service quality and sales under the conditions of our study. The more options a seller configures in the function of compare packages, the better the service can fulfill consumers’ needs. Second, our study delves into the relationship between repertoire complexity and service performance. Contrary to our expectation, repertoire complexity is positively related to service performance.
quality in our research context. One possible reason is that a complex repertoire of options can depict the differences between different packages. More options are available in each service specification category with a high level of repertoire complexity, which facilitates the match between service offering and consumers’ needs due to more choices of customized services. Consistent to our hypothesis, repertoire complexity has negative relationship with service sales in our research context. Our findings stand in contrast to the results of Gnyawali et al. [27] and Li et al. [14], who reported that complex repertoires achieve better service sales. In the context of experiential services, complex repertoires positively associate with service sales owing to the creation of competitive differentiation and the improvement of consumers' perceived usefulness [14]. However, due to the lack of effective evaluation indicators for credence services, complex repertoires may not increase perceived usefulness but could reduce perceived ease of use [45, 46]. Complex options could thus negatively relate to the intention of consumers to purchase the service. This reveals that the role of service specification option repertoires is complicated and needs to be examined with different product categories in different platforms. Third, unexpectedly, repertoire heterogeneity is not significantly related to service quality and sales in our research context. One explanation is that the platform does not support direct comparison among packages from different sellers. It is unrealistic to expect consumers to memorize details of each service offering and make comparison in their mind to support their purchase decision making and evaluation of quality. Finally, seller level and product type have positive relationships with service quality and sales in our research context.

Findings of this study contribute to the stream of the credence service in gig economy on two counts. On the theoretical front, our study contributes to research on gig economy by shedding light on the positive relationship between service specification options and service quality and sales. Due to the lack of standardized service processes in the gig economy, sellers do not know how to efficiently specify their service offerings to reap a high service sales and quality evaluation. The repertoire of service specification option acts as an effective instrument to solve challenges faced by them. Our findings therefore contribute to CRT by extending it to credence services in the gig economy. When applying CRT in this context, it is interesting to have unexpected findings that repertoire complexity has positive link with service quality, and repertoire heterogeneity is insignificantly related to service quality and sales under the conditions of our study. On the practical front, our research provides important insights for sellers and platform developers in the gig economy. Our research can offer actionable guidelines for sellers on improving service performance by properly utilizing service specification option repertoires. Sellers are suggested to increase repertoire volume and reduce repertoire complexity to improve service quality. To boost service sales, the number of options in compare packages should be increased, but the design of feature categories in compare packages should be simple. Moreover, they do not need to consider repertoire heterogeneity in gig economy platforms. Our research also offers guidelines for platform developers on how to develop service specification options. Platforms should take steps to better design functions to compare packages across different sellers, which is conducive to the role of repertoire heterogeneity in service offerings. This endeavor helps sellers who can offer distinguished services to stand out to get consumers’ attention, thereby promoting the service quality and sales of the platform as a whole.

This study has several limitations that may represent avenues for future research. First, our data were collected from one section (i.e., lifestyle) in a specific gig economy platform (i.e., Fiverr), cautions should be taken when extending the sales performance to gigs in other sections and sellers from other gig economy platforms. In other words, to ensure the generalizability of the research model, future research could replicate this work by examining sellers from different types of gigs (e.g., business, digital marketing, and writing & translation) and in other gig economy platforms (e.g., Amazon Flex, Wonolo, and Freelancer). Moreover, re-testing CRT in other platforms should be contextualized to adjust the operationalization based on specific functions of other platforms. Second, while the number of comments has been employed as a conservative proxy for sales performance in this study due to unavailability of actual sales figures on Fiverr, future research should seek to examine the impact of competitive repertoires on actual sales performance of gig offerings. Third, only the static relationship between competitive repertoires and service performance was examined in our study. Future research can explore the relationship between the dynamic evolution of service specification options and service performance over time by analyzing longitudinal data.
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